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[ TUNNELS AND SUBWAYS

Protection Against Caving-in ]
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A section of· a "Tube" railway running underneath a river.
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into several segments,
THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS TUNNELS
and these are started
-THE ·Mont Cenis tui1nel through. the Alps, nearly 8 miles
one at a time. In this
long, was the first .... to link ~taly · and .France. The
work took 13 years, from 1857 to 1870, and cost ;[;3,ooo,ooo.
way it is made possible
It was bored simultaneously from both ends, and the
gangs
to
for
several
geological map showing engineering
work was so accurate that the two halves
the nature of the earth joined at the centre with almost no etror.
work at the same time,
The St. Gothard tunf?.el, at . the very heart of the Alps,
to be penetrated, the
and when this form
9t mil~s . lo~g~~ was-eighf'!'·years in building, 1.872 to x88o ;
probability of encoun- it cast more than ~2tooo ooo. The railway approaches up of tunnel building is
tering water, etc. Then the steep mountains at both ends are themselves marvels adopted the first gang
of construction, the trains passing through a series of r oo
a guide line for exca- tunnels in aUt winding about in s_p irals through the bowels to start work is always
the one that is farthest
vating is established of the maun tains.
third Alpine tunnel, the Simplon,. 12-} miles long,
along.
by surveyors. Next, is The
one of the greatest of all engineering achievements.
The sides and top of
the difference in eleva- Vast difficulties were encountered in construction, including
tion between the two terrific underground heat and floods of subterranean hot a tunnel are usually
and cold springs. Construction took from 1898 to 1905
supported by a lining,
ends is ascertained and and cost nearly J;J,ooo,ooo.
Tunnels under the Thames : Thames Tunnel, 434 yards
even in hard rock~
the shape and inside
long, opened 1843, closed to public 1866 ; Blackwall Tunnel,
dimensions are decided about x! miles long, opened 1897, cost £I,4oo,ooo ; Green- Temporary lining is
upon, and then the wich Tunnel, 406 yards long, opened 1902; Rotherhith'e always set up when
Tunnel, I mile 440 yards long, opened 1908, cost
working
in
soft
materexcavating begins.
£1,56o,ooo ; Woolwich Tunnel, 510 yards long, opened
ial, to prevent cavingOpen-cut tunnels are 1912.
The Severn Tunnel,_ through which the Great Western
in, and is repla·c ed ~y
often constructed by
Railway trains pass, opened 1886, is 4 miles 624 yards long,
the permanent lining
first removing the over- and cost about J;2,ooo,ooo to build. .
The longest tunnel in North America is the Gunnison,
as the work is prolying material (by open
in south-western Colorado, 6 miles in length. The Rogers
excavation if on land, Pass tunnel, in the Selkirks in British Columbia, is 5 miles gressed with.
or by dredging if under long. The Hoosac tunnel in Massachusetts, U.S.A.,
In such cases
the first
.
water), c·o mpleting the 4! miles long, was under construction intermittently from structure is of timbers
1855 to 1876, and cost £2,2oo,ooo.
tunnel structure, and
and cross timbers. The
New York City surpasses all other cities in the number
then refilling over it. of tunnels and subways which honeycomb its site. More permapent masonrythari a dozen great underwater tubes provide communication
Open-cut tunnels are between Manhattan Island and the neighbouring islands brick, stone, or conoften used in construct- and mainland, and a network of subways links all the crete may be from
prindpal points throughout the whole metropolitan area.
1 to 5 feet · thick,
ing subways.
the greater thickness
Large tunnels are
seldom · driven as one big hole ; that is, the being used in such soft heavy material as wet
whole area of a cross-section is seldom :removed clay and sand.
at once. Instead, the cross-section is divided
Cast.-iron linmg is sometimes used, particu-

UNNELS AND
.
SUBWAYS. The
first step in tunnel construction is to prepare a
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